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From the Symposium Team
We are delighted to announce our next international symposium will be
held in the beautiful city of Vienna in Austria from Monday 15th to Friday
19th July 2019.
The Global Calligraphy Vienna (GCV) and International Research Centre
for Calligraphy (IRCC, Sunderland, UK) are collaborating jointly to deliver
this symposium to you.
The theme this year is the exploration of the ‘linear graphic’ or the gestures
of lines. We have arranged a team of renowned calligraphers and artists.
We have also devised a range of workshops that would enlighten your
approach to calligraphy. No matter what your skill level or experiences
are, each workshop is tailored to enrich your calligraphic development.
Classes will finish by early afternoon to allow participants to work on their
own in the calligraphy studio.
Vienna was voted recently as the most liveable city in the world. It is also
the cultural centre of Austria celebrated with its numerous museums, art
galleries and historic opera houses. The relaxing environment and friendly
atmosphere will certainly make this symposium a memorable experience.

Abd A. Mosoud
Director of GCV
Dr Manny Ling
Director of IRCC
February 2019
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Sigrid
Artmann
[The Move]
Let’s go on a trip!
We follow the tracks of the past
while learning the German kurrent script.
The German kurrent script is a classic hand from the
19th century with its many sharp angles, straight lines and
abrupt changes in direction. In this workshop we will be moving
forward with courage and to feel freedom in doing so. We are brave! Let’s free
ourselves step-by-step from the limitations of the norm by translating the forms
into our own hands. ‘Reduction’ and ‘abstraction’ will help us. Let’s also discover
new options in using the lines: ‘motion’ and ‘counter motion’—what we end up

Sapere
Aude—

with is an assemblage of lines where they transform into a universal language of
art. By that stage we don’t need the written word anymore. This approach will lead
us to contemporary art where new paths are waiting for us. As a result of this
journey, strong contrasting artworks and new impressions will enrich us, where
the end is also a new beginning. Where are you going now?

About Sigrid
I am a visual and performance artist, calligrapher and tutor based in Ludwigsburg,

Be
brave,
use
your
brain!

Germany. I began learning classic calligraphy and learnt a lot while studying with
international Calligraphers such as Torsten Kolle, Gottfried Pott, Thomas Hoyer,
Denis Brown, Yves Leterme, Carl Rohrs, Massimo Polello, Laurent Pflughaupt,
Thomas Ingmire, Monica Dengo, Brody Neuenschwander and many others.
For many years now I have created my own kind of art by reflecting the
power of words by exploring the different qualities of lines made by a diverse
range of tools. I ask myself how far can I go? Words and meaning become
more important as the beauty of writing itself. My favourite life motto is
Sapere Aude—Be brave, use your brain!
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Ewan Clayton
[Lettering, Jugendstil and Art Nouveau]
Many innovations in art and music can be traced back
to Vienna in the early 1900’s, how did this period affect
lettering? In this class we will explore the contribution to
lettering made by the great pioneers of Art Nouveau and their
calligraphic champion Rudolf von Larisch. From sleek smooth and
sophisticated to fairly primitive their line is always a surprise and over
the decades it transformed itself as inspiration for Spanish Modernismo and
1960’s psychedelia! This class will certainly stimulate your creativity. In my own
calligraphy I have allowed these styles to influence the work rather than aspired to
direct copying — I will be encouraging you to work this way yourselves.

About Ewan
Ewan is a calligrapher and Professor in Design at The University of Sunderland.
He grew up associated with a community of craftsman at Ditchling in Sussex
founded by Eric Gill. Ewan has enjoyed a varied professional career working as
both a calligraphy teacher and a consultant to Xerox PARC, and he is currently
a core faculty member at the Royal Drawing School in London. In 2013 his book
on the history of calligraphy and typography ‘The Golden Thread’ was published
by Atlantic and has since been translated into several languages. This year he is

This
class
will
certainly
stimulate
your
creativity!

acting as external advisor to the British Library’s main summer exhibition Writing:
Making Your Mark and is editor of the accompanying publication.
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Linear Graphic & Texture

with Denise Lach

Denise Lach
[Linear Graphic & Texture]

longbecome
specialisedaingrowing
writing-texture and it has become a
I have long specialised in writing-texture andI have
it has
growing passion.
passion.
Let me take you for a stroll along its paths.
Let me take you for a stroll along its paths.

To begin
with,
we shall elaborate
To begin with , we shall elaborate a few textures
and
analyse
their a few textures and analyse their characteristics
together. We shall then choose one as a basis for our work and playful
characteristics together.
We shall then choose one as a basis for our work
andWe
playful
experiment.
experiment.
shall keep
the same paper size and text frame, so that we can
We shall keep the same paper size and text frame,
that
can
work
work withso
series
andwe
make
fruitful
comparisons.
with series and make fruitful comparisons.
Our aim will be to consider forms and counter forms, as well as their positive or
Our aim will be to consider form and counter form, as well as their
potential, by thickening the strokes, changing their density and contours,
positive or negative potential, by thickening negative
the strokes,
changing their
and playing with light through the cutting process.
density and contours, and playing with light through the cutting process.
Readability is no more a constraint. The infinite
possibilities
Readability
is no moreexplored,
a constraint. the
The infinite possibilities explored, the graphic
graphic strength and originality, and your own
creativity
and fantasy,
willcreativity and fantasy, will ensure your
strength
and originality,
and your own
ensure your success.
success. This process will enable you to broaden your graphic vocabulary as well
This process will enable you to broaden yourasgraphic
vocabulary
your personal
expression. as well as
your personal expression.

Let
me
take
you
for
a
stroll…

About Denise
Denise Lach has worked with letters and calligraphy since 1985. For 17 years she

is a list of materials needed:
Linear Graphic &Here
Texture
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taught script design and screen printing at the School of Design in Basel.
She conducts calligraphy courses and workshops all over the world. With the

with Denise Lach
Editions Alternatives she published two books, Libres & égaux and Préfaces &
•
One block of good paper, 130 - 160 gr, size of your choice, for
Préambules. The Haupt publishing house published Schriftspiele and Schriftreise
instance 20 x 30 cm, A4 or A3, 25 x 25 cm.
which have been translated into French (Editions Eyrolles, Paris) and English
•
Other heavier and thinner sheets of paper in the same size
(Thames and Hudson).
•
Black
ink
I have long specialised in writing-texture and it has become a growing
•
Fine and thick felt markers
passion.
• me take
An assortment
of automatic
pens and sharp and large nibs
Let
you for a stroll
along its paths.
•
A cutter or scalpel with cutting map
• beginAwith
sharp
andshall
flatelaborate
paintbrush,
a pencil,
a rubber,
a ruler,their
a square
To
, we
a few
textures
and analyse
•
Some paint
- gouache or watercolour
characteristics
together.
• shallAthen
clothchoose
and a plastic
for water.
We
one ascup
a basis
for our work and playful experiment.
We shall keep the same paper size and text frame, so that we can work
with series and make fruitful comparisons.
Our aim will be to consider form and counter form, as well as their
For the organisers:
positive
or negative potential, by thickening the strokes, changing their
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Yves Leterme
[Thoughtful Gestures]
In our calligraphic journey, we
started out with formally made
letters and then we assembled them along
a rhythmical and pleasing pattern. But there’s so
much more we can do when we want to blow life into
our writings. How do we go about it when we want to suggest
movement? Is this an instinctive thing or can it be taught? And what if I
want to stray from the legible into the abstract? Again, can I trust my gut feeling
or is there a system to the madness?
In this 5 day workshop we’ll go through different stages from stiff formal to exuberantly
wild, from perfectly legible to abstract marks. Along the way we’ll discover why it is exactly
that some designs work better than others. Mark-making will no longer be a mindless and
careless business.

About Yves
Yves Leterme was a former teacher of Latin and Greek in his hometown Bruges, Belgium.
He has been a passionate calligrapher for almost 30 years. In 2010, he quit school to devote

to
blow
life
into
our
writing…

all his time and energy to letters.
As a freelance calligrapher he shifts from various commission work to artwork for shows
and collectors. He has taught many workshops all around the world and he has also recently
started offering online classes on Trajan capitals and gestural writing.
Early in his career, he spent a good deal of time developing gestural styles of writing, a thing
for which he has gained international acclaim. Other typical features of his work are his
carefully drawn capitals and unusual compositions on richly textured backgrounds.
Throughout the years, Yves’ work has been selected for inclusion in many juried shows and
his artwork can be found in museums and private collections.
He’s the author of Thoughtful Gestures, a book on gestural writing, and of Litterae, a box
with Latin quotes.
www.yvesletermeletters.com
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Abd A. Masoud
[Arabic Calligraphy
with a Difference]
In this workshop we will get in
touch with the Arabic calligraphy
from a different or contemporary point
of view. After a brief introduction about the
history of Arabic calligraphy we will start learning
how to prepare or cut and sharpen the reed pen and size it
for our use in the workshop and then to prepare the hand to guide
the pen in steady fluid movements. Afterwords, we will practice writing
the Arabic alphabet and explore the proportional systems that underlie the letters.
Much more important is to get in touch using different non-traditional Arabic material or
using western tools such as the ruling pen to create unique art work which might be used
in combination with western calligraphy.
Participants will get the chance to explore and experiment with new ideas developed
through long practice to create an artistic identity or contemporary artistic work without
figurative painting.
In order to make the calligraphic element more attractive for the ‘non-Arabic speaking
viewer’, we will be deliberately avoid the traditional main criteria of Arabic calligraphy
(writing black writing on a white background) and instead of this we will work with
different methods and materials.

guide
the
pen
in
steady
movement…

It’s time to try something different with spontaneous work. Without experimentation and
the creative use of new elements, we will not develop our creativity. Let us have the courage
to take that step.
About Abd
Abd A. Masoud was born 1963 in Amman, Jordan and has lived in Vienna, Austria since
1984. In the late eighties he started working professionally in the field of silk screen printing
and during this period he acquired his first knowledge with graphic design and typography.
At the same time he found the passion for restoring antique wood sculpture and furniture. He
also taught himself many techniques in this field like wood curving, calligraphy and painting.
In 2008 he started running the Rearte Gallery and in 2015 he became the President of the
Austrian calligraphy association “Global Calligraphy Vienna”. Since September 2018 he is
the Director of the Vienna Calligraphy Centre Vienna which is a private, non-profit cultural
initiative. Its aim is to make the general public more aware of the importance of the written
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texts and that of calligraphy; to showcase various written styles from differing cultures and
in this way to teach multiple languages as well as to encourage inter-cultural understanding.
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Workshop fees

The workshop fee is £530 (550 Euros).
The fee is for one person and includes the tuition of one workshop, symposium lectures, tea
& coffee and lunch.
Please make your own arrangement for accommodation (see opposite page).

Class Size

The class size is limited to 15 students per class.

Summary of the Week
Registration

Sunday 14th July 2019 at the Vienna Calligraphy Centre (see opposite)

Workshop
Workshop

Monday 15th July 2019 at the VHS
Tuesday 16th July 2019 at the VHS

Workshop
*Conference

Wednesday 17th July 2019 until lunch time at the VHS
Wednesday 17th July 2019 from 2 to 6pm at the VHS

Workshop

Thursday 18th July 2019 at the VHS

Workshop

Friday 19th July 2019 at the VHS

**Exhibition

Friday 19th July 2019 from 6 to 8 pm at the Vienna Calligraphy Centre

Depart		

Saturday 20th July 2019 or Optional trip to Monastery (see p.19)

* The conference will consists of a series of talks by the tutors
** The Exhibition will consists of delegates’ work produced during the week. There will also be a
reception followed by a closing ceremony.

Level of Participants

The workshops are suitable for all levels.

Symposium Venue

The Symposium venue is called the VHS in Meidling, which is a local Adult Education
Centre. The venue is situated very near to the Centre of Vienna which is only four metro
stations away and the journey takes no more than 10 minutes.
The workshops will take place in individual classrooms and the Symposium lectures will take
place in the conference room.
In addition to the tea and coffee provided, there are various vending machines for snacks and
drinks and there is a local supermarket near by.
There is free wi-fi available at the venue.
We will occupy the entire building during the Symposium week. Unfortunately, due to local
council regulations, the building is only available during weekdays from 9am to 6pm. We
must vacate the building by 6pm each evening.

Symposium Venue Address

The full address for the Symposium venue is:
VHS Meidling, Längenfeldgasse 13-15, A -1120 Vienna – Austria
Website: To access the VHS website (in German only),
please click here: https://www.vhs.at/de/e/meidling

Vienna Calligraphy Centre (VCC)

The VCC building is situated approximately 5 to 10 minutes walk from the Symposium
Venue VHS. We will use the VCC as a base for Registration on Sunday 14th July 2019 and
to meet up for light refreshments and social gatherings after the workshops in the evenings
before dinner.
The address for the Vienna Calligraphy Centre is: Spiesshammergasse 4, A112,Vienna,
Austria. Website: www.vccenter.at/vcc_en.html (English version)

Hotel Accommodation

There are numerous hotels near the Symposium Venue. However, we have made a special
arrangement with a good local hotel (Star Inn Hotel Wien Schönbrunn, by Comfort) and they
have offered us a special symposium rates, which include full Continental Buffet Breakfast.
76 Euros for a single room
97 Euros for a double room
140 Euros for a triple room
The Star Inn Hotel is situated about 5 to 10 minutes walk to the Symposium venue. There is
a small supermarket adjacent to the hotel and the Metro station is just across the road. The
metro station name is Längenfeldgasse.
For Reservation
Please contact Ms Barbara Schützenhöfer directly at resa.schoenbrunn@starinnhotels.com
She is the hotel manager, and can make the room reservation with you. Please mention the
Symposium to get your special rates.
Star Inn Hotel Wien Schönbrunn, by Comfort
Star Inn Hotelbetriebs GmbH
Linke Wienzeile 224/A-1150 Wien
Telephone +43(0) 1 33 66 222 - 12 207
For images of the hotel, please click here:
https://starinnhotels.com/en/star-inn-hotel-wien-schoenbrunn-by-comfort/

Getting to Vienna

Airport
For most international travellers, the nearest major airport for the Symposium is Vienna Airport.
There are taxis that could take your directly to the venue or your hotel accommodation. A typical
taxi journey will take about 20 to 30 minutes and costs about 35 Euros.
There is also a direct train service available at the airport called ÖBB railjet train. Regular
train tickets cost just 4.20€ and the journey takes only 15 minutes, which will take you to the
Centre of Vienna.
Vienna Central Station
This major station in Vienna is located in the Favoriten district. It has links to major railway
lines from the north, east, south and west.
Local Train and Subway
From the Centre of Vienna, you can take the subway to Längenfeldgasse train station (U4,
Green Line). The symposium venue is about 5 to 10 minutes walk from there. for price and
weekly passes, please click here:
https://shop.wienerlinien.at/index.php/tickets/4/subtickets/0.ticket
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VERY
IMPORTANT
PLEASE READ
BEFORE BOOKING
YOUR PLACE

Please Note

How to Register

Setting up a symposium like this is a huge undertaking both practically and financially.
There is a remote chance that we might have to cancel the symposium if we do not reach
our minimum target of delegates attending. Therefore, you should not make any travel
arrangements until after you have received the final confirmation from us by 1st May
2019. If we can reach our minimum number of delegates earlier, we will notify you sooner.

From 13th February 2019—Initial Depost Payment
To make your initial deposit payment, please go to:

Please follow this schedule:

Once we have received your deposit payment, we will notify you via email to confirm which
workshop you have been allocated and a separate email with a link to pay for the remainder
of the fees.

• Stage One. 13th Feb 2019
Registration for the symposium will commence on 13th February 2019 at 21:00 UK time.
All payment for bookings are made payable in British Sterling only (£).
A non-refundable deposit of £100.00 is to be paid during registration to secure your place.
Each workshop will have 15 places only and the availability will be on a first come first
served basis. Once you have paid your deposit, we will email you with an additional link
where you can make the remainder of the payment. Please note this email might take a
few days after your deposit payment, as we only get a weekly report every Friday from the
University’s payment system.

• Stage Two. 1st April 2019
The remainder of the fees are to be paid in full by 1st April 2019 or sooner.

• Stage Three. 1st May 2019
The symposium will only go ahead if we reach our minimum target of delegates by 1st May
2019, in the event of cancellation at that date we will refund all course fees and deposits.
IT IS THEREFORE VERY IMPORTANT THAT YOU DO NOT MAKE ANY
TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS UNTIL AFTER YOU HAVE RECEIVED THE FINAL
CONFIRMATION FROM US BY 1ST MAY 2019.
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The Symposium venue,
VHS Meidling

https://onlinestore.sunderland.ac.uk/product-catalogue/field-visits-and-trips/
field-trip/writing-2019-international-calligraphy-symposium-deposit

By 1st April 2019—Final Payment
Please make payment for the remainder of the fees.
By 1st May 2019—Final Confirmation
We will confirm if the symposium is to go ahead or not. However, if we have reached our
minimum target before then, we will notify you sooner.

All payments are made in British Sterling (£) only. Major Credit and Debit Cards are accepted.

For general symposium queries, please contact the Symposium Administrator, Dr Manny Ling
Email: manny.ling@sunderland.ac.uk
For the symposium Facebook page, please click here:
https://www.facebook.com/writingsymposium/
To access the Global Calligraphy Vienna website,
please click here: http://www.calligraphy-vienna.org/en/
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Additional Trip to the Klosterneuburg Monastery—€45

We have arranged an excursion at the end of the symposium to the Klosterneuburg
Monastery (Stift Klosterneuburg) on Saturday 20th July 2019.
We will organise a tour by coach to visit the city of Klosterneuburg where the Monastery is
situated (about 17 km from the venue).
During our trip we will visit the Monastery library which has more than 270,000 volumes.
The Monastery library is the largest private library in Austria. At the heart of the library is
the mediaeval collection of 1250 manuscripts and 860 incunabula (pre-1501 printed books).
In addition we will be able to visit the regular exhibition shown in the Monastery venue and
afterwards we will get the chance to visit the wine cellar.
For further information of the monastery, please click here:
https://www.stift-klosterneuburg.at/en/monastery-and-order/vocations/science/library/

Manuscripts from the library of the
Monastery Klosterneuburg

Cost:
Approximately €45 is needed to cover the cost if we have a minimum of 15 person registering
to the suggested tour. The cost might reduce if we have more people going on the trip.
The fee includes the tour guide, travel and the entry ticket.
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This symposium is kindly supported by:
The International Research Centre for Calligraphy
The University of Sunderland
The Global Calligraphy Vienna
The Vienna Calligraphy Centre
VHS Meidling

